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The body styles of the range are:. In , a facelift was introduced for the E-Class range, featuring
significant styling changes, fuel economy improvements and updated safety features. After
being unveiled at the North American International Auto Show to invited members of the press
and put on public display at the Geneva Motor Show , [4] it was introduced in March for Europe
and in July for North America in the saloon body style. In , an estate body style became
available to all markets, though the estate body style was available in Europe since August
Global cumulative E-Class sales reached the milestone , vehicle mark in July Design work
began in after the development programme commenced in , with the exterior design by
Winifredo Camacho and interior design by Thomas Stopka being selected in Certain elements of
the exterior styling are taken from the preceding W C-Class and W S-Class each designed in
and The bulging rear wheel arches are meant to be reminiscent of the fender flares of historic "
Ponton " Mercedes models of the s. The saloon went on sale in Europe in March as a model
year automobile. The E-Class features several new safety technologies including driver
drowsiness detection , lane departure warning , and traffic sign recognition. It also includes
features that improve performance, efficiency, and comfort, such as "Direct Control" adaptive
suspension, active seats which change shape to support the passengers in corners , and
movable radiator louvers which improve the vehicle's aerodynamics. Standard Mercedes-Benz
safety and convenience features, such as the Electronic Stability Program ESP , airbags, and
automatic climate control, are included as well. The estate version chassis code S was unveiled
at the Frankfurt Motor Show [11] and was released for sale in Europe on 5 August. The rising
character line of the E-Class was inspired by the S-Class, as were the wheel-arch extensions,
the door handles, and the enlarged bumpers. Meanwhile, the CLS-Class inspiration came in the
form of the re-shaped headlights, featuring an edgier squared teardrop design as opposed to
the previous ovoid shape. Other changes made on the model included a wider-framed grille,
new air intakes, and an overall wedge-shaped profile. Mercedes gave the interior a subtle
facelift, one that features a more spacious cockpit with height adjustable bucket front seats,
remote power door locks, power mirrors, heated mirrors, 4 one-touch power windows, and
remote window operation. There are also wood trims on the doors, dashboard, and center
console, front and rear reading lights, a leather steering wheel, an electrochromatic inside
rearview mirror, and front and rear floor mats. The amount of new features on the facelifted
model is about the same that's expected from the release of an entirely new model. Depending
on the market, the E-Class is available in the following versions. The lineup starts with the E
that has a turbocharged 2. The more frugal E CDI has a 4-cylinder, 2. The regular E gets a V6 3.
The E makes use of a 4. The front was completely restyled, giving it a more aggressive look
compared to the pre-facelift model in response to the newer BMW 5 Series and Audi A6. The
twin headlamp design was replaced with a singular front light marking the end of Mercedes's
dual headlamps use , while the light elements within the headlamps helped to retain the
"four-eyed" appearance. Low beam and daytime running lamps both came with partial LED as
standard, while full LED technology was available as an option for the first time. The facelift
could be ordered with two distinct design variants: Sport and Luxury, which featured two
different front-end designs for each line. The Sport version featured the sports grille with
integrated star, also a first time option, forming a visual link to the high performance sports car
models. In the rear, the LED taillights were given horizontal design, while Sport models featured
exposed dual exhaust pipes. The lower side crease line which replaced the pre-facelift model's
side chrome trim extends from the rear door all the way to the front fender, hence all the side
panels except for the rear quarter panel was also restyled. The car's interior cabin was subtly
revised, with the new 3-tube instrument cluster, trapezoidal head-unit display, air vents design
and a new analogue clock in the center console between the two central vents, like the
CLS-Class W Three different suspension configurations could be ordered. The Estate model
received an air suspension with self-leveling as standard on the rear axle. All E-Classes were be
fitted with an electromechanical Direct-Steer system as standard. Standard equipment also
included a central controller with a 7-inch, high-resolution display and a color display in the
instrument cluster. The E-Class benefited from new safety features derived from the S-Class ,
including the stereo multi-purpose camera which enabled the car to detect oncoming or
crossing traffic, pedestrians and traffic signs up to 50 metres away. Mercedes' Intelligent Drive
technology equipped the E-Class with up to eleven new or enhanced driving assistance
features. The Intelligent Light System with Adaptive Highbeam Assist PLUS used radar and
stereo cameras to detect oncoming cars and operated on high beam while blanking out a
section of light around them. The same system also identified pedestrians and could flash light
specifically on them. The E-Class earned five stars out of five for occupant protection,
pedestrian protection and assistance systems in the Euro NCAP test. It came standard with a
number of safety systems like Collision Prevention Assist, Attention Assist, Adaptive braking

technology, Daytime Running Lamps and Rain-sensing windshield wipers. Side crash results
were five out of five stars for both front and rear seats. The car scored five stars in rollover
testing. The E-Class image suffered a downturn in the late s and early s. Things improve with
the facelifted W but the introduction of the W series took the E-Class's original reputation for
solid build quality and refined elegance and established it once again. Similar to the C63 AMG ,
the new E 63 is more extensively modified than before, with a new, wider front axle, heavily
revised suspension, and more distinct body panels. The 6. In , the 6. The styling has been
altered for both aesthetic and practical purposes: AMG side skirts and rear apron give the E 63
more aggressive styling, and the larger air apertures on the front of the car allow for more air
intake to the naturally aspirated 6. Another styling change on the E 63 is the wider, flared front
wheel arches which accommodate the AMG front axle with a 2. For , Mercedes-Benz started
offering a bi-turbo V8 version. It is the M, 5. It has a more sporty, singular front air intakes,
sideskirts, rear diffuser and black detailings in the side mirrors, front grille, wheels, and rear
apron. Also for the first time it can also be had in 4Matic four-wheel drive system. It has the
same M 5. The vehicle was unveiled at the New York Auto Show. A version commemorating Karl
Benz inventing the first automobile powered by an internal combustion engine years prior, for
Hong Kong and Mexican markets. It is available for E , E and E models. These race cars had
very little in common with the road going versions with only the exterior being shared with the
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Complaint. The contact owns a Mercedes E While driving 60 mph, the vehicle made an abnormal
bumping noise coming from the engine without warning. There were no visible leaks. The
vehicle was taken to Mercedes-Benz of pembroke pines pines boulevard, pembroke pines, fl ,
where it was diagnosed that the transmission and radiator needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and provided the contact
with case number: [xxx] the manufacturer stated that they would look into the failure. The failure
mileage was 85, Mercedes dealership informed me that the rear main seal of my automobile is
leaking and could be extremely dangerous. They have refused to correct this safety violation.
They have to pull the engine to correct it. This leakage could cause a fire causing loss of life. I
was informed the dealer would repair this for anyone driving a diesel auto. They started
repairing this problem in diesel cars before my warranty expired. I have brought my Mercedes in
for regular maintenance checks. It is obvious that the company is trying to avoid losses rather
than repairing safety problems. My auto was purchased brand new. I am worried about my life
and my children. This is gross negligence and could lead to loss of life if not corrected. While
driving on the highway, I attempted a heavy acceleration to get the car up to traffic speed. Two
times in the past 60 days, the car seriously malfunctioned with multiple dashboard indicator
lights and the main text "pre safe functions limited" accompanied by a total loss of speed
control. There was significant danger in both instances as I had to cross multiple lanes of traffic

with no power to get to safety. The weather was clear and the external sensors were not
obstructed by dirt or snow- which has previously caused the pre-safe functions limited
message. I believe that the multiple errors indicated on the dashboard are all erroneous to the
core issue of a sudden and total loss of power upon heavy acceleration. The resolution was to
shift the car into park, push the ignition button as if turning the vehicle off, wait and restart. The
car operates normally upon restart. Note that the engine appeared to already be off prior to
shifting into park. It is as if the heavy acceleration killed the engine. This issue has potential
fatal consequences if the driver is unable to get the car out of the lane of high speed traffic-- as I
was in. A less experienced or panicked driver could easily fail to handle the situation and get
rear ended at high speed as the car can only be reset by getting it into park and restarted.
Similar blog posts online report the same with other Mercedes vehicles. I have had the car for
four months and it has happened twice. Very dangerous. Search CarComplaints. I was traveling
on highway 26 at approximately 60 mph getting ready to merge onto highway , when the entire
digital warning panel lit up and then went dead, with the engine inoperable light coming on and
asking me to refer to the owners manual. All power was cut from the gas pedal and I was lucky
enough to be able to coast to a very small strip of median without being hit by any other
vehicles. This is a very heavily trafficked area and charleston being a port city I was very
fortunate that the trucks that were around me were able to avoid hitting me. If I had been in
another situation, such as pulling out into traffic or trying to cross over a two lane highway the
results could have been catastrophic to say the least. I have been told by the dealer that there
was a bulletin issued involving the throttle valve actuator, topic LI Driving the car at 45 mph and
the display messages come on that stated, "pre safe functions limited, inoperative" in addition,
the esp and ABS warning lights illuminated. The vehicle loses power and has very limited
acceleration. It has occurred twice, once on city road and once on highway at 55 mph. Shutting
and restarting the car eliminates the problem for the time being. If this happens again and I am
unable to pull over safely, it will be a life-threatening emergency. I will be rear-ended at high
speeds by traffic behind me. After the first incident, I took it to dealer and they adjusted
computer. The same exact thing happened just 4 days later. This has the potential to cause
massive fatalities similar to those in the GM debacle. I see this has also been reported as a
problem in the cla models. Was driving on 95N around 65 mph when vehicle loses power!!! I
was in the left hand lane and traffic was flowing. It was by the grace of god that I made it to the
right shoulder without causing a major accident for myself as well as for other vehicles. The
engine light came on and the anti skid and anti skid off lights came on also it said consult
owners manual. The vehicle is brand new and I never want to drive it again!!!. On the way home
it did it three more times. I could have killed myself and my daughter also who ever else was on
the road. Once I got home I was really pissed after reading about all the other Benz owners that
had the exact same problem. This is terrible for a brand new Mercedes!!!!!! Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. The E-class of Mercedes Benz vehicles was first
released to consumers for the model year with a nameplate and design that dates back to the s.
During its first generation of models, the E became a staple automobile, available as a coupe,
sedan and wagon. This base model received an all-new front-end body style to celebrate its
birth. Less than a decade later, Mercedes unveiled the E as an accompanying V-6 powered
luxury sedan. While both vehicles share similar features and appearances, slight differences set
these two German-built automobiles apart from each other. As the nameplate on the rear of
each vehicle suggested, the E and E both featured six-cylinder engines with differing
displacements. The E provided an all-aluminum, 3. During this time, the E came equipped with
the Mercedes BlueTEC technology, converting nitrogen oxide emissions to harmless nitrogen
and water compounds. This diesel technology not only delivered a bit more power on the
low-end when compared to other gasoline-powered engines, the fuel efficiency was abundantly
more forgiving than other models, such as the E When first introduced, the Mercedes E came
standard with a 3. It wouldn't be long until the E would be outfitted with the same BlueTEC
technology that made the E such a favored item among consumers, offering better performance
on top of its equitable engine efficiency. When first released in , the gasoline-powered Mercedes
E came from the factory with horsepower at 5, revolutions per minute and foot-pounds of torque
at 3, rpm. The BlueTEC or diesel-powered version of the E only produced horsepower, but the
foot-pounds of torque more than made up for the lackluster horsepower. The 3. Both the E and
E automobiles from Mercedes classified as luxury automobiles. When first introduced into the
lineup, the E was available as a coupe, sedan, convertible and wagon. The E is no longer
manufactured in the Mercedes lineup, so these four body styles remain available only in the
used markets. Currently, the Mercedes E is only available as a coupe or sedan, while the
diesel-powered E BlueTEC is only available as a four-door sedan. Almost since the introduction
of the automobile, fuel-efficient measures were implemented on engine development to ensure
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regions. While both diesel models found in the E and the E offered significantly more
promising fuel consumption ratings when compared to their gasoline brethren, the E took the
advantage in this race. The E boasted 23 miles per gallon for city driving and 32 miles per gallon
for the highway. New for , the BlueTEC E advertises that it can travel 24 miles per gallon in the
city and 34 miles per gallon on the highway. For powerful V-6 luxury sedans, these numbers can
be quite pleasing to consumers. Matt Wooddy has been a freelance writer since His work has
been featured in local and national audio magazines. Aside from graphic design and illustration
work, he has also taught several classes on painting and drawing basics. Wooddy is also a DJ
and technical engineer. Fuel Efficiency Almost since the introduction of the automobile,
fuel-efficient measures were implemented on engine development to ensure the automobiles
abode by certain standards specific to its regions. References Edmunds.

